
Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), also referred to as myalgic
encephalomyelitis (ME), is characterised by severe, disabling and
medically unexplained fatigue, which is not alleviated by rest
and lasts for at least 6 months.1 Initial research suggested that
CFS predominantly affected young White women.2 However,
subsequent population-based research has indicated that there
is a higher prevalence of CFS in Black and minority ethnic
(BME) groups,3 with these groups experiencing more severe
symptoms4–8 and employing more unhelpful cognitive and
behavioural strategies, including denial, hope, prayer and
behavioural disengagement, compared with ethnic majority
groups5,9,10 Despite this, there is no clear evidence that
cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT), one of the most promising
treatments for CFS,11 is as effective in BME patients as in White
British patients.10 This is concerning given suggestions that
therapies such as CBT may be preferentially recommended for
people who have a university education and for people of
European/American cultural origins,12 and may therefore lack
cultural sensitivity for people of BME origins. Research into
depression and psychosis has shown that BME patients have
poorer CBT outcomes,13-16 and require cultural adaptation for it
to be effective.17,18 However, although this may be the case for
psychiatric disorders, there is no evidence that this is true for
functional disorders such as CFS. Further work is therefore
required to establish whether UK BME patients with CFS differ
fromWhite British majority patients in their response to standard,
non-adapted CBT treatment. The aim of the present study was to
assess the effectiveness of CBT in treating CFS in BME patients in
comparison with White British patients referred to a specialist CFS
service.

Method

Hypotheses

(a) At baseline, BME participants will have significantly higher
fatigue severity, poorer physical functioning, poorer work
and social adjustment, and more unhelpful cognitive and
behavioural responses compared with White British participants.

(b) The post-CBT improvement in fatigue severity, physical
functioning and work and social adjustment will be
significantly higher in the White British group compared
with the BME group.

Participants

Participants were assessed at the Chronic Fatigue Research and
Treatment Unit in London, UK, which is part of King’s Health
Partners. Participants were selected in accordance with Oxford
criteria for diagnosing CFS.1 These criteria, described previously,11

require fatigue to be the main symptom, accompanied by
significant disability, in the absence of an exclusionary medical
or psychiatric diagnosis, with the exception of comorbid
depression (e.g. psychosis, bipolar disorder, substance misuse,
organic brain disorder, eating disorder). All participants were
medically assessed by specialist clinic doctors to exclude
alternative diagnoses.19 The treatments offered were CBT and
graded exercise therapy. Process measures and outcomes were
routinely collected from all participants. Participants were
excluded if they were under 18 years of age, pregnant, housebound
or receiving treatment other than CBT (such as graded exercise
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therapy or adaptive pacing therapy), had participated in the PACE
trial11 or did not start treatment.

Participants were classified as being either White British (i.e.
those who described themselves as ‘White British’ or ‘White
English’) or BME, defined in this study as ‘a minority group or
any group within any one country from which its cultural, racial,
ethnic or national identity is different to the dominant identity (or
to the one shared by the majority) in their country of residence’.3

Design

A prospective design was used, with hand-completed, self-
reported questionnaires at pre-treatment (baseline) and post-
treatment (discharge). Data were collected between November
2007 and May 2012. The independent variable was ethnic group:
BME and White British. Outcomes of interest included fatigue
severity, physical functioning, work and social adjustment, and
cognitive and behavioural responses to symptoms.

Treatment

CBT techniques for CFS have been described previously.20

Participants received CBT from a clinical psychologist or CBT
therapist. Clinicians were experienced in CBT and CFS, were
guided by a standardised CBTmanual and had regular individual
clinical supervision. Participants typically received one session of
CBT per fortnight, and each received approximately 12 sessions.
Eleven participants (3.1%) were treated by a trainee clinical
psychologist, supervised closely by one of the more experienced
therapists.

Evaluation of treatment

Fatigue

The 11-item Chalder Fatigue Scale,21 shown to be valid and
reliable in CFS patients,22 was used to assess fatigue severity. Each
item has four possible responses, scored from 0 to 3: ‘less than
usual’ (0), ‘same as usual’ (1), ‘more than usual’ (2) and ‘much
more than usual’ (3). The possible score range is 0–33, with a
higher score indicating a higher level of fatigue.

Physical functioning

Ten items from the Short-Form Health Survey23 were used to
measure the extent to which various physical activities (e.g.
‘carrying groceries’ and ‘climbing stairs’) were limited by health.
Each item has three possible responses: ‘limited a lot’ (0), ‘limited
a little’ (5) and ‘not limited at all’ (10). The possible score range is
0–100, with a higher score indicating greater physical functioning.
This scale has been shown to have excellent validity and reliability
in CFS patients.24

Work and social adjustment

The five-item Work and Social Adjustment Scale25 was used to
measure impairment of day-to-day functioning (e.g. ‘going to
work’ and ‘home management’). Each item has eight possible
responses, ranging from ‘not at all impaired’ (0) to ‘severely
impaired’ (8), and produces a score between 0 and 40. A higher
score indicates a lower level of functioning. The Work and Social
Adjustment Scale has been shown to be valid and reliable in
patients with CFS.26

Cognitive and behavioural responses

The Cognitive and Behavioural Responses Questionnaire
(CBRQ)27 was used to assess patients’ cognitive and behavioural

responses to symptoms. The 42-item scale consists of five
cognitive subscales and two behavioural subscales. Four of the
cognitive subscales assess how respondents interpret their
symptoms: fear avoidance (e.g. ‘I am afraid that I will make my
symptoms worse if I exercise’), damage beliefs (e.g. ‘the severity
of my symptoms must mean that there is something serious going
on in my body’), catastrophising (e.g. ‘I will never feel right again’)
and embarrassment avoidance (e.g. ‘the embarrassing nature of
my symptoms prevents me from doing things’); the fifth cognitive
subscale measures symptom focusing (e.g. ‘when I am experien-
cing symptoms it is difficult for me to think of anything else’).
The two behavioural response subscales assess avoidance/resting
behaviour (e.g. ‘I stay in bed to control my symptoms’) and all-
or-nothing behaviour (e.g. ‘I tend to do a lot on a good day
and rest on a bad day’). Each CBRQ item has five possible
responses, scored from 0 to 4. Higher subscale scores indicate
more unhelpful cognitions and behaviours. The CBRQ has been
shown to be valid and reliable in patients with multiple sclerosis28

and CFS.29,30

Ethics

Confidentiality and the right to withdraw were explained to all
participants. This study was part of a clinical audit of routinely
collected data; therefore ethical approval was not required. An
Audit and Service Evaluation Project Proposal Form was
submitted and approved by South London and Maudsley’s
Psychological Medicine Clinical Academic Group Audit Committee
and the clinical governance department, part of King’s Health
Partners.

Data screening

Before screening, the data-set comprised 519 participants, reduced
to 405 after applying exclusion criteria. Of the excluded participants,
43.9% (n= 50) were receiving treatment in addition to CBT,
23.7% (n= 27) had a diagnosis other than CFS, 15.8% (n= 18)
did not start treatment, 7% (n= 8) did not meet CFS criteria,
2.6% (n= 3) did not complete any questionnaires, 2.6% (n=3)
were pregnant, 2.6% (n= 3) were housebound, 0.9% (n= 1)
had participated in the PACE trial and 0.9% (n= 1) had received
treatment twice.

Of those who did not start treatment, 27.8% (n= 5) did not
reply to letters/phone calls, 27.8% (n= 5) did not want CBT
treatment, 16.7% (n= 3) had moved abroad, 11.1% (n= 2) had
been referred for treatment elsewhere, 11.1% (n= 2) did not
attend their first session and 5.6% (n= 1) did not have funding.
Chi-square analysis and t-tests revealed that starters and non-
starters did not differ in terms of age, gender or ethnic group.
The data were examined for errors, missing values and incomplete
questionnaires. Participants with incomplete baseline questionnaires
(n= 26) were removed from the data-set.

Participants who did not disclose their ethnicity, or defined
themselves as ‘British’ or ‘English’ (n= 24), were recorded as
missing. A repeated-measures analysis of variance revealed no
significant interaction effect of time6group (missing, BME and
White British), for fatigue severity (F(1,227) = 0.29, P= 0.75,
�2P = 0.00), physical �2P = 0.02). Pro-rated data were used for
participants who had 430% missing responses for each of the
measures listed above (or for each subscale on the CBRQ).
Pro-rating involved calculating the mean value of the item scores
present and replacing the missing values with that score.11

Histograms and boxplots were visually inspected for normality
and outliers, respectively. Normality was assumed if skewness was
51 and kurtosis53. The assumption of normality was largely met,
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with the exception of positive skewness in post-CBT avoidance/
resting behaviour in the BME group, therefore analysis of this
variable should be interpreted with caution. Obvious univariate
outliers on boxplots were corrected by replacing these with values
inside the normal range. Three cases with multivariate outliers
were discarded, leaving 352 cases for analysis.

Analysis

The data were analysed using SPSS version 22. Statistical
significance was defined as P50.05. Group differences at baseline
were tested using independent samples t-tests for continuous data
and chi-square for categorical data. Hypothesis 1 was assessed
using an independent samples t-test to compare groups on
baseline cognitive and behavioural responses, fatigue severity,
physical functioning and work/social adjustment. Hypothesis 2
was assessed using a repeated-measures analysis of covariance
(RM-ANCOVA) to test for an interaction effect of time6group
for fatigue severity, physical functioning and work/social
adjustment, and a follow-up RM-ANCOVA, split by group and
controlling for gender, to test for a significant treatment effect
for the White British and BME groups. Partial eta-squared (�2P)
was the measure of effect size for the RM-ANCOVAs, and was
categorised as small (40.01), medium (0.06) or large (50.14).
Group differences in change scores before and after treatment
were tested using independent samples t-tests. RM-ANCOVAs,
controlling for gender, were used in post-hoc analysis to test for
an interaction effect of time ethnic subgroup for fatigue severity,
physical functioning and work/social adjustment.

Results

Participants

The study sample included two groups, BME participants (19.0%,
n= 67) and White British participants (81.0%, n= 285). BME
participants had multiple ethnicities: Black or Black British
(23.9%, n= 16), Asian or Asian British (16.4%, n= 11), Caribbean
(7.5%, n= 5), White European (4.5%, n= 3), East African Asian
(3.0%, n= 2), Filipino (3.0%, n= 2), White and Asian (3.0%,
n= 2), White and Black African (3.0%, n= 2), Arab (1.5%,
n= 1), British Egyptian/mixed (1.5%, n= 1), Black Caribbean/
mixed (1.5%, n= 1), Black Caribbean and White (1.5%, n= 1),

Chinese (1.5%, n= 1), Ghanaian (1.5%, n= 1), Israeli/Jewish
(1.5%, n= 1), Portuguese (1.5%, n= 1), Malaysian and Irish
(1.5%, n= 1), mixed White Caribbean (1.5%, n= 1), Nigerian
(1.5%, n= 1), Serbian (1.5%, n= 1), Southern European (1.5%,
n= 1), Turkish Cypriot (1.5%, n= 1), White and Malaysian
(1.5%, n= 1), White Irish (1.5%, n= 1), White South African
(1.5%, n= 1), Black other (1.5%, n= 1), White other (4.5%,
n= 3), mixed White other (1.5%, n= 1), mixed (1.5%, n=1)
and other ethnic group (1.5%, n= 1).

Table 1 shows the baseline demographic characteristics of both
groups. There was a significantly higher proportion of females
among the BME participants (88.1%, n= 59) than the White
British participants (71.2%, n= 203), w2(1,352) = 8.08, P= 0.005.
There were no significant group differences in duration of CFS,
age, marital status, education, hours worked per week or work
status.

Attrition rate

The total attrition rate in this study was 35.8% (n= 126). Of
these, 17.1% (n= 60) dropped out during treatment (81.7%
White British, n= 49; 18.3% BME, n= 11). A further 18.8%
(n= 66) completed treatment but did not complete discharge
questionnaires (72.7% White British, n= 48; 27.3% BME, n= 18).

Chi-square analysis and t-tests were conducted to test whether
responders and non-responders differed in their baseline data.
Chi-square analysis revealed a significant trend for females and
those who were not working, to be less likely to respond/complete
compared with males and those who were working, respectively
(w2(1, n= 352) = 4.38, P= 0.041, w2(1, n= 283) = 8.63, P= 0.004,
respectively). There were no significant differences between
responders and non-responders in other baseline measures,
including ethnic group, fatigue severity, physical functioning and
work/social adjustment; therefore, the risk of attrition bias was
low.

Between-group baseline comparisons

As Table 2 shows, BME participants reported significantly higher
baseline damage beliefs (P= 0.009), catastrophising (P= 0.024),
all-or-nothing behaviour (P= 0.036) and avoidance/resting
behaviour (P= 0.001). There were no differences between groups
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Table 1 Baseline demographic characteristics

Characteristic BME (n= 67) White British (n= 285) P

Age in years, mean (s.d.) 40.79 (10.50) 38.18 (11.65) 0.094

Gender, %

Male 11.9 28.8 0.005

Female 88.1 71.2

Marital status, %

Single 47.8 42.7 0.060

Married 35.8 49.8

Divorced 13.4 6.4

Widowed 3.0 1.1

Educational qualification, %

None 0.0. 4.7 0.250

Senior school 24.6 26.4

Polytechnic 18.5 20.9

University 56.9 48.0

Work status

Not working, % 64.2 62.7 0.873

Working, % 35.8 37.3

Hours worked per week, mean (s.d.) 18.43 (16.69) 17.49 (17.40) 0.725

BME, Black and minority ethnic.
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in fatigue severity, physical functioning, work/social adjustment,
fear avoidance, symptom focusing or embarrassment avoidance.

Between-group outcome comparisons

Fatigue severity outcomes

The RM-ANCOVA, controlling for gender, revealed a main effect
of time on fatigue severity (F(1,214) = 15.59, P50.001, �2P = 0.07),
but no interaction effect of time6group (F(1,214) = 0.51,
P=0.475, �2P =0.00). To follow up the main effect of time, pairwise
comparisons revealed a significant treatment effect for both groups
(P50.001). Table 3 shows that fatigue severity scores decreased by
8.34 points (95% CI 5.10–11.57) in BME participants, and by 7.37
points (95% CI 6.17–8.57) in White British participants. There
were no significant differences in change scores between BME
and White British participants (t(198) =70.28, P= 0.777).

Physical functioning outcomes

The RM-ANCOVA, controlling for gender, revealed a main effect
of time on physical functioning (F(1,209) = 4.38, P= 0.038,
�2P = 0.02), but no interaction effect of time6group
(F(1,209) = 0.32, P= 0.574, �2P = 0.00). To follow up the main effect
of time, pairwise comparisons revealed a significant treatment
effect for both groups (P50.001). Table 3 shows that physical
functioning scores increased by 11.39 points (95% CI 5.31–17.46)
in BME participants and by 9.46 points (95% CI 6.68–12.24) in
White British participants. There were no significant differences
in change scores between BME and White British participants
(t(190) = 0.23, P= 0.821).

Work/social adjustment outcomes

The RM-ANCOVA, controlling for gender, revealed a main effect
of time on work/social adjustment (F(1,215) = 11.21, P= 0.001,
�2P = 0.05), but no interaction effect of time6group

(F(1,215) = 0.07, P= 0.790, �2P = 0.00). To follow up the main effect
of time, pairwise comparisons revealed a significant treatment
effect for both groups (P50.001). Table 3 shows that Work and
Social Adjustment Scale scores decreased by 6.01 points (95%
CI 3.87–8.16) in BME participants and 5.75 points (95% CI
4.64–6.87) in White British participants. There were no significant
differences in change scores between BME and White British
participants (t(189) =70.96, P= 0.339).

Post-hoc analysis: BME subgroups

The BME group was divided into subgroups: Black (43.3%,
n= 29), Asian (29.9%, n= 20) and other ethnic minority
(26.9%, n= 18). An RM-ANCOVA showed no significant inter-
action effect of time6ethnic subgroup for fatigue severity
(F(1,212) = 1.24, P= 0.296, �2P = 0.02), physical functioning
(F(1,207) = 0.20, P= 0.896, �2P = 0.00) or work/social adjustment
(F(1,213) = 1.58, P= 0.194, �2P = 0.02). See online Fig. DS1 for
mean pre- and post-outcome scores for White British and BME
subgroup participants.

Discussion

Main findings

Contrary to expectations, and to a popular view that CBT is
culturally biased and suitable only for people of European or
North American cultural origins,12 the present study shows that
CBT is effective for both BME and White British patients. This
study is, therefore, the first to indicate that CBT is an effective
treatment for CFS in a diverse group of BME patients presenting
to CFS services, and consequently challenges the notion that CBT
requires cultural adaptation for use in English-speaking BME
groups.
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Table 2 Baseline clinical characteristics

Clinical data Possible range

BME, mean (s.d.)

(n= 67)

White British, mean (s.d.)

(n= 285) P

CFS duration (months) – 89.31 (79.30) 73.34 (76.40) 0.167

Fatigue severity 0–33 24.82 (6.79) 24.97 (6.16) 0.866

Physical functioninga 0–100 44.39 (25.99) 49.19 (25.33) 0.168

Work/social adjustment 0–40 25.32 (10.12) 23.52 (9.07) 0.159

Damage beliefs 0–20 11.86 (4.20) 10.45 (3.78) 0.009

Fear avoidance 0–24 14.25 (4.47) 13.75 (4.23) 0.391

Catastrophising 0–16 8.94 (3.70) 7.84 (3.56) 0.024

Symptom focusing 0–24 14.45 (5.22) 13.43 (5.04) 0.148

Embarrassment avoidance 0–24 13.50 (5.18) 12.08 (5.62) 0.062

All-or-nothing behaviour 0–20 10.83 (5.03) 9.46 (4.76) 0.036

Avoidance/resting behaviour 0–32 15.67 (6.38) 12.97 (5.59) 0.001

BME, Black and minority ethnic; CFS, chronic fatigue syndrome.
a. Higher score indicates better physical functioning.

Table 3 Changes in scores of fatigue severity, physical functioning and work/social adjustment before and after CBT

BME White British

Variable

Pre-CBT

mean (s.d.)

Post-CBT

mean (s.d.)

Change

mean (Z2
P)

Pre-CBT

mean (s.d.)

Post-CBT

mean (s.d.)

Change

mean (Z2
P)

Fatigue severity 25.57 (6.40) 17.23 (9.74) 8.34* (0.44) 24.96 (5.94) 17.59 (8.49) 7.37* (0.45)

Physical functioninga 44.40 (25.04) 55.78 (28.16) 11.39* (0.31) 51.20 (25.16) 60.66 (28.68) 9.46* (0.20)

Work/social adjustment 26.90 (9.36) 20.89 (12.18) 6.01* (0.47) 23.40 (8.50) 17.65 (10.67) 5.75* (0.37)

*P<0.01.
BME, Black and minority ethnic; CBT, cognitive–behavioural therapy. Baseline values may differ from Table 2 as the repeated-measures analysis of covariance controlled for gender.
a. Higher score indicates better physical functioning.
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Baseline comparisons

It was found that BME participants improved despite exhibiting
significantly higher baseline scores relating to catastrophising,
damage beliefs, all-or-nothing behaviour and avoidance/resting
behaviour compared with White British participants, suggesting
that these should not act as a barrier to good post-treatment
outcomes. Higher levels of catastrophising exhibited by BME
participants may be related to lower levels of optimism within this
group5 and exacerbated by difficulties that BME patients face in
diagnosis and treatment. For example, language may be a barrier
to the discussion of fatigue in some BME groups, with some
patients less able to adequately describe their symptoms or under-
stand their general practitioner.10 Avoidance/resting behaviour,
which is associated with poorer general health, may be related
to social strain, poverty or racial discrimination and may be more
commonly experienced by BME groups.31 For example, some
BME groups psychologically disengage to maintain self-esteem
when faced with negative stereotyping and prejudice.32

Higher levels of all-or-nothing behaviour might be related to
lower treatment expectations in BME groups,33 resulting in
over-extension when feeling well and resultant periods of resting.
Finally, the higher levels of damage beliefs exhibited by BME
groups might result from differences in illness attributions made
by the two study groups. For example, Bayliss and colleagues10

found that the perception among BME community leaders was
that CFS patients within this group were more likely to hold a bio-
medical model of their illness. It could be argued that emphasising
the physical aspects of illness, rather than non-specific symptoms
such as fatigue, loss of concentration or problems with sleep, may
amplify the belief that these symptoms indicate structural damage
or injury. Nonetheless, the significant post-treatment improvement
in outcomes suggest that these unhelpful cognitive and behavioural
responses to symptoms at baseline were successfully targeted and
modified during treatment, providing further support for the
effectiveness of CBT in both BME and White British groups.

Previous literature

Contrary to what is seen in previous literature,13-16 we found no
ethnic group differences in treatment outcome. However, in
contrast to past work,15,16 treatment in our study was restricted
to CBT and was delivered by specialist CBT practitioners. More-
over, our findings were not restricted by a small sample size, or
by a lack of a priori hypotheses, as has been the case in previous
CBT studies.13,14 Furthermore, although ethnic differences in
CFS severity have been found,4–8 this may have been due to the
variety of CFS-related conditions previously investigated (such as
‘CFS-like’ illnesses,7,8 and ‘chronic fatigue’4,6). The heterogeneity
of the CFS criteria used in different studies5 can also affect both
treatment and the conclusions drawn from research.34 To our
knowledge, this study is the first to use UK criteria1 to explore
ethnic group differences in CFS severity and CBT treatment
outcomes.

Strengths and limitations

As there are limitations to this study, these results should be
interpreted with caution. First, the Chronic Fatigue Research and
Treatment Unit is situated in the London borough of Southwark,
where 46% of the population is from a BME background.35 This
is higher than the proportion of referrals seen in the service and
in the present study (19% from a BME background) and may
be indicative of referral or selection bias. That is, those attending
are more likely to be similar to White British patients, have a
positive attitude to psychological therapies and feel less CFS-related

stigma. Therefore, culturally adapted interventions may be required
for those not referred to this setting or only treated in primary care.

Second, the BME group consisted of several subgroups, with
individuals from a wide variety of cultural and ethnic back-
grounds. Because of the low numbers within each subgroup,
meaningful pre- and post-test assessments of the subgroups could
not be undertaken and the assumptions of statistical tests would
not hold. However, post-hoc tests of variations between three
subgroups – Black, Asian, and other ethnic minority groups –
revealed no significant differences in outcomes.

Third, multiple testing increased the risk of type 1 statistical
error. Multiple test adjustments such as Bonferroni corrections
were not used, as these can be overly conservative and can be
detrimental to statistical inference.36 Finally, this study lacked a
control group, therefore it is not possible to eliminate alternative
explanations for experimental results.

A strength of this study is that CFS was diagnosed using
well-defined, operationalised criteria1 after a thorough clinically
driven biopsychosocial assessment. Furthermore, all participants
completed identical questionnaires at baseline and discharge,
which were reliable and had been validated in CFS populations,
minimising information bias. There were no differences between
responders and non-responders in baseline fatigue severity,
physical functioning, work/social adjustment or ethnic-group
status, indicating that the sample was minimally affected by
attrition bias. The treatment dropout rate was also in line with
a systematic review of CBT for CFS,37 suggesting that treatment
was well tolerated.

In conclusion, this study is the first to indicate that CBT is
effective in a group of patients from diverse BME backgrounds
presenting to a CFS service. These findings are in contrast to
the theory that CBT is culturally biased and suggest that culturally
adapted CBT might not be necessary for some English-speaking
BME patients. Results also indicate that any unhelpful baseline
cognitions and behaviours exhibited by BME patients should
not hinder good post-CBT outcomes. A larger, randomised
controlled trial is required to confirm the effectiveness of CBT
for BME patients, as this is considered the most rigorous method
for evaluating treatments. Even in trials, however, there are
difficulties recruiting sufficient participants from BME groups,
so the recommendation is often to ensure representation of
BME patients in the trial arms match their representation in the
population, rather than recruit by specific BME subgroup. Future
research could investigate whether CBT treatment for CFS is
sensitive to cultural needs by using a qualitative analysis to explore
the experiences of community-based individuals who do not seek
help.
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